Battery for 2011 chevy traverse

Excludes L models. Must be a current owner of a model year or newer non-Chevy vehicle for at
least 30 days prior to the new vehicle sale. Not available with special financing, lease and some
other offers. Residential restrictions apply. Bonus Earnings can be used on the purchase or
lease of eligible, new or Chevy vehicles and can be used above applicable GM Rewards Cards
program limits. Bonus Earnings may not be used on the Chevrolet Corvette. Cannot be
combined with certain other GM offers. See dealer for details. Only one Bonus Earnings offer
per Account. When you visit South Charlotte Chevrolet, you'll find more than just an incredible
selection of new and used Chevy models for sale. You'll find a community-minded dealership
staffed by kind and caring professionals. We greatly value the support of our customers and the
greater Charlotte area, so we make it a priority to give back in as many ways as we can. From
sponsoring local athletics to supporting educational organizations, we're always finding more
ways to get involved. Come by our Chevy dealership in Charlotte, NC, to learn more! See our full
lineup of vehicles and find the one that best fits you. Featuring high-strength steel, fully boxed
frames and innovative cargo beds, they're the family of the most-dependable, longest-lasting
full-size pickups on the road. Choose the trim that best meets your needs. When you buy a
Certified Pre-Owned vehicle from Chevrolet, confidence comes standard. That's because we
offer one of the most comprehensive used-vehicle benefits packages in the industry. Each
Chevrolet CPO vehicle is thoroughly inspected and reconditioned before you buy it. There is no
need to overpay for professional Chevrolet repair. Top technology, skilled technicians, and fair
pricing have made Estero Bay Chevrolet a favored auto service center in the South Charlotte
area. Disclaimer 1. Pre-production model shown. Actual production model may vary. Available
summer Search New Inventory. Search Used Inventory. Welcome to South Charlotte Chevrolet
When you visit South Charlotte Chevrolet, you'll find more than just an incredible selection of
new and used Chevy models for sale. Get Financing. Schedule Service. Special Offers. Explore
the Chevrolet Lineup See our full lineup of vehicles and find the one that best fits you. Silverado
Silverado HD. Bolt EV. Explore All New Inventory. Search New Search Used. Search CPO.
Service Experts There is no need to overpay for professional Chevrolet repair. Schedule Service
Order Parts. Follow Us on Social Media. It's fair to say that no vehicle bridges the gap between
hybrids and pure electric vehicles better than the Chevrolet Volt. When it comes to all-electric
range, no other plug-in hybrid can match the EPA-rated 53 miles. What does that mean? Well,
you drive the Volt about 53 miles before it needs to switch over to its gasoline engine. For a lot
of people, that means not even having to use the engine at all on a daily basis. After that, it's
like any other hybrid on the road. Fill it up with gas, drive until you run out, then fill it up again
and keep on moving. The Volt is also surprisingly good to drive. It accelerates quickly, brakes
well and even handles well on curvy back roads. One notable upgrade this year is the Volt's
newly optional 7. Compared to the existing 3. The Volt's interior also has a new infotainment
interface and an optional power-adjustable driver's seat. All together, these changes help the
Volt maintain its high ranking for a plug-in hybrid. But in the end, we wouldn't be surprised if
you landed on the Chevrolet Volt. Plug-in hybrids have a limited customer base, but the Volt will
likely please interested buyers. It has impressive all-electric range and transitions smoothly
from battery to engine power. We learned this over the course of a two-year test that logged
nearly 29, miles of city driving and road-trip range testing. Is it the right car for you? Read our
Chevy Volt long-term test to find out. Note that while we tested a Volt, most of our observations
apply to the model as well. The Volt is a five-seat, plug-in hybrid hatchback sedan offered in LT
and Premier trims. Both come with a plug-in hybrid system consisting of twin electric motors, a
1. Total system output is horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Standard feature highlights for
the Volt LT include inch wheels, a 3. Notable technology features for the Volt are a
reconfigurable driver information and gauge cluster display screen, Bluetooth, OnStar with 4G
LTE and Wi-Fi connectivity , an 8-inch central touchscreen interface, a rearview camera, Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity, and a six-speaker sound system with satellite radio.
Optional for the LT is a Comfort package that includes heated mirrors, heated front seats, and a
leather-wrapped and heated steering wheel. Leather upholstery can be ordered with the LT
Comfort package as well. An eight-speaker Bose audio system is available as a stand-alone
option. Move up to the Volt Premier and you get the LT's equipment, the contents of the Comfort
package, the Bose audio system, plus different inch wheels, a 7. The faster 7. A Driver
Confidence package is available for the LT and Premier trims and it includes blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert and rear parking sensors. The Driver Confidence 2 package
for the Premier trim requires the Driver Confidence package adds forward collision warning with
automatic low-speed emergency braking, lane departure warning and intervention, and adaptive
headlights. If you get the Driver Confidence 2 package, you can also spring for adaptive cruise
control and an upgraded automatic emergency braking system. A navigation system and a
wireless charging pad for cellphones are optional for the Premier. The ratings in this review are

based on our full test of a Chevrolet Volt Premier 1. NOTE: Since this test was conducted in , the
current Chevy Volt has received some revisions, including the addition of an optional 7. Our
findings remain broadly applicable to this year's Chevrolet Volt, however. The difference in
performance between the Prius and Volt is huge. The Prius feels cheap, with a poor suspension
that cannot manage the winding road or a rough surface road. Volt handles much better and in a
ride from CA To IN miles it managed miles better on a gallon of gas than our Prius following me
at mph. The Prius computer clearly lies about the mileage it was getting where the Volt on board
computer was correct in computing mileage. At 70 mph on a tank of gas the Volt achieved 47
where Prius got 43 if you actually checked the real mileage by comparing the gas used and
mileage driven. Most places we go have all free electric charging at work, Cisco, and public
parking garages have free charging in Monterey. The Tesla has incredible performance for a
sedan but costs twice as much as the Volt. My son drives the Prius now and constantly asks to
drive the Volt. Best car I ever owned. Went miles before refueling with gas! My electric range is
63, well above the stated 53 for this car. Unlike the Prius I had before, in 7 seconds beats in 12
every time! We got our Volt our of state and my wife followed me back in our Prius on the mile
trip. Driving mph, the Volt got 47 on gas, while the Prius only got Those of you who drive a
Prius, check your mileage with pad and pencil. People who check find that unlike other cars, the
Prius computer overstates its mileage by mpg there is a blog for people complaining about this
, typically! When I have a bad back, the Volt seats are the most comfortable place to sit. The rear
view camera has better definition and unlike the Prius due to a bad angle on the screen is easier
to view in direct sunlight. I do recommend the blind side detection, as outside visibility is not
the best. Also, the rear seat headroom, though more roomy than the previous Volt, is still not
adequate for those over 6 ft tall. Can easily accommodate a bicycle, backpack, and other gear
for one rider in the back. With rear seat down, rear storage is more than adequate. As a result,
we are getting over mpgeq! With the optional 7. Our Volt will charge completely in about two
hours for another 63 miles of gas free driving! My son also has a Prius and he begs us to drive
the Volt when he comes home, as the Volt has so much better power and performance. Sales
have been strong over the years, considered Chevy never advertised for it, and most sales were
driven by strong word of mouth recommendations, like mine! The Chevy Onstar thing is crap.
Features that are free with other manufactures, like location, remote start, charge, etc. The car
itself is great. Damn shame that Chevy has decided to discontinue this model. It goes over 50
miles on a charge. Consequently I almost never buy gas for it. It has an electric drivers seat to
make it easy to adjust your position. Unfortunately it doesn't remember the settings for
alternate drivers. The adaptive cruise control is great. For a small car it has a lot of trunk space.
The rear seats fold down. It handles well and has a surprising amount of power. It works well
with Android Auto. There is really no reason to buy the navigation option. Well it's been a year
and a half of hybrid happiness. Locate vehicle now works without a subscription. I'm not sure
what the problem is, but it is minor. I took it in recently for a minor recall service. It has over 10,
miles on it, mostly electric. The recall service was free. No other maintenance was necessary at
this time. Why did Chevy discontinue this great car? I traded a 13 volt for a 19 volt. The 13 was a
great commuter car flashy interior and had respectable acceleration. The gas generator made it
a great all around car. Now the first drive in the 19 proved to show me the volt I always wanted!
Great acceleration much longer range 62 mi and its still cold where I live better fuel mileage and
lots of safety equipment and it doesn't scrape the front spoiler as much as my previous car. To
bad GM dumped this car its a winner. Write a review. See all 14 reviews. NOTE: This video is
about the Chevrolet Volt, but since the Chevrolet Volt is part of the same generation, our earlier
analysis still applies. Back then, it was revolutionary. It was vilified. And in the end, it turned out
to be a very good eco-friendly car. But that was five years ago. And the sequel has arrived. In
the simplest terms, it's an electric car until it's plug and battery, there in the center, is depleted.
At which point, a gasoline engine comes on as a generator. And in certain circumstances, can
power the front wheels directly. Essentially, it becomes a hybrid. But there are key
improvements. There are now two electric motors, rather than one. And the gasoline engine is a
bigger more modern 1. There are also now fewer battery cells, but they are more efficient. Other
improvements include driver selectable regenerative braking intensity, just like on the Tesla
Model S, and a less bulky charging cord, as well as a better storage solution for that charging
cord. There are improvements inside as well. And well, you've got this thing here. Also,
headroom really isn't that great. The interior no longer has those quasi-futuristic kind of fussy
touch operated buttons. It now has something a little more traditional and more in keeping with
other Chevy vehicles. The design, it is attractive, but the plastics kind of hard. We expect
pricing to remain on par with the current Volt, although there is a chance it might actually be a
bit cheaper when it arrives in dealers later this year. Either way, these updates make the Volt far
more competitive with the plug-ins its predecessor paved the way for, including the Prius

Plug-in, the C-Max Energi, the BMW i3. That means that the Honda can make all sorts of city
trips and long sections of road trips on electric energy alone. The Clarity is also a bit larger than
the Volt, with more passenger and cargo capacity for families. The Prius Prime is essentially a
plug-in version of the standard Toyota Prius. The Prius Prime only offers about 25 miles of EV
range about half of what the Volt gives you , but it has significantly higher fuel economy when
the electricity runs out: an EPA-estimated 54 mpg combined compared to the Volt's 42 mpg
combined. The Prius Prime is less expensive, too. If you're looking for a nimble, relatively
inexpensive plug-in hybrid, the Kia Niro is a viable option. It has less EV range than the Volt 26
miles to the Volt's 53 miles but EPA-combined estimates put it at 46 mpg, which is very
respectable. What's more, the Niro's starting price is significantly lower than the Volt's â€” an
appealing advantage for price-conscious shoppers. The Chevrolet Volt is one of the better
plug-in hybrids on the market right now. Its powertrain provides up to 53 miles of electric-only
range, which is about twice as much as most other plug-in hybrids on the market. Once its
battery runs out, the Chevrolet Volt's ace in the hole is a 1. And for , the Volt gets an optional 7.
That means you can fill up on electricity in a little over two hours. The Chevrolet Volt's mile
battery is sized to cope with the average commute, which means that owners may go weeks, if
not months, without visiting a gas station. Functionally, it works like a pure battery-powered
car, but the presence of the gasoline engine eliminates range anxiety. The gas engine starts up
automatically when the battery gets low, and if there are no charging stations to be found, it
operates like any other hybrid. We like the Volt's interior. It's more conventional than the
original Volt and feels less like a concept car or an Apple prototype. The front seats are
comfortable, though we wish power adjustment was an option. The back seat is split by the
T-shaped battery pack, and while the cushions are shaped for three passengers, it really only
accommodates two in comfort â€” and even then, we use that term loosely. Cargo space is The
Volt's plug-in hybrid powertrain uses a pair of electric motors that develop horsepower, along
with a 1. The Volt is designed to drive its full range with power coming from the When the
charge runs low, the gasoline engine starts up and turns a generator to power the motors,
though it also provides direct mechanical assistance under certain driving conditions.
Recharging takes about 4. Charging from a standard volt home outlet will take about 13 hours.
The battery also can be charged by the engine, though this has a deleterious effect on fuel
economy. Chevrolet offers the Volt in LT and Premier trims. Both are nicely equipped, with the
Premier adding some luxury and safety features. Edmunds can help find the perfect Chevrolet
Volt for you. Available styles include LT 4dr Hatchback 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are
also available for the Chevrolet Volt and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Volt
4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Volt. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Chevrolet Volt and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Volt featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Volt. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to

make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Volt. Review Features Competitors
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Which Volt does Edmunds recommend? The LT has a decent amount of equipment for the
money, but we'd go with the Premier. The Premier gets the quicker 7. What's it like to live with?
Scorecard Overall 8. Considering the Volt's eco-friendly mission and its thriftiness on fuel, it
performs admirably. The Volt feels willing and able in just about every situation, and it's one of
the smoothest-driving plug-in hybrid vehicles out there. The Volt's powertrain delivers smooth
and seamless acceleration whether in electric or gasoline mode. Our sprint to 60 mph took just
7. The brake pedal is a bit unresponsive initially, but otherwise the Volt's braking is pleasingly
smooth and linear. The blending of regenerative and regular friction braking is nearly
imperceptible, too. In our 60 mph-to-zero panic-stop test, the Volt posted a respectable foot
distance. It steers with a confidence and directness that make it easy for the driver to guide the
car around turns and through corners. Effort is generally good, but it can feel a bit "thick" and
indistinct around center when cruising straight. The Volt exhibits good coordination and even a
bit of playfulness on winding roads. Don't push it too hard, though, because the suspension
and economy-minded tires aren't optimized for that sort of thing. Electric drive is very smooth
in the Volt. In gasoline mode, the engine and the CVT work well together, too. It's an easy car to
drive. The Volt has an L mode and a steering-wheel-mounted paddle for more brake
regeneration. But some drivers might find the paddle's abrupt engagement off-putting. The Volt
is certainly quiet, and the ride is smooth most of the time. The suspension doesn't always
maintain its composure on the worst roads, though. The seats are generally well-shaped for
most, but they have a few limitations that prevent them from being universally loved. The seats
generally receive high marks for comfort and support, but the bottom cushion could be longer
to help with thigh support. The rear outboard seats, thanks to the seat contouring and armrest
padding, are comfortable for adults. The Volt is generally smooth and buttoned-down over
typical sorts of worn or uneven road surfaces. But driving over potholes results in sharp
impacts in the cabin. The Volt can seem overly soft and out of sorts when you encounter
midcorner bumps, too. Electric mode is exceedingly silent, of course, but this
second-generation Volt is now tame when running on gasoline, too. Engine noise is no longer
the sore point it was before. Detectable but not excessive levels of wind and road noise.
Automatic climate control is standard. It's single-zone only, however. Cabin heating works well
and warms up quickly. The Premier's heated seats front and rear and the heated steering wheel
also work well. The Volt's interior is far more useful than the previous generation. It's a lot like a
regular car interior, and you can seat up to five now, in theory. But some rival plug-in hybrids
are roomier and have better visibility. For the most part, using the Volt's controls is simple
enough. But because of some of the advanced tech, this isn't a simple car that you can
immediately hop in and drive. Setting the climate control manually can be a little confusing.
Access to the front is easy thanks to wide-opening doors and an agreeable roofline. Backseat
access is trickier because of the lower roofline and smaller door openings. Taller folks will have
to duck a little. There's enough adjustability for most drivers, but the driver seat's height
adjuster could stand to have more range. There's plenty of room up front for adults of all sizes.
The back seat is a little tighter, but it's still roomy for two adults of average height. In theory,
you can fit three back there, but the space taken up by the wide battery pack underneath means
the center spot is for kids or car seats only. The view out the front is good, but the nose drops
away out of sight, making parking tricky. The reasonably sized rear door glass helps minimize
over-the-shoulder blind spots. Rear visibility is hampered by the small rear window, but the
rearview camera is excellent. A rear window wiper isn't available. Though the styling of the
cabin is nice, it could stand some more refinement in the aesthetics of the plastic and the
overuse of plastic-chrome trim. Acceptable but not outstanding. Exterior assembly and paint
quality are about average. The Volt's luggage area doesn't hold a whole lot, but the hatchback
design makes the most of it. For everyday driving, the Volt should work out fine. But some rival
plug-in vehicles are a bit more utilitarian. The open storage space ahead of the gear shifter is
useful for holding your phone or other small items. There's also a small slot next to the shifter
and a decent-size center console bin. The cupholders will hold most drink sizes. In back, the
Volt has two cupholders but no other storage options. The trunk, at The provided security cover
is chintzy, too. Child safety seat accommodation 7. Accessing the lower anchors is OK, but the
thick seat cushion contouring can hamper fitting of safety seats. Installation of a rear-facing
safety seat might require sliding the front seats up a bit. You would expect that a car as
advanced as the Volt would have the latest suite of in-car tech, and Chevy delivers. The

touchscreen interface is easy to use, and most driver safety aids are either standard or optional.
Every Volt comes with an 8-inch touchscreen with Chevy's infotainment interface. The graphics
are sharp, and the menus are easy to understand. Factory navigation comes standard on the
Premier. You also get the upgraded Bose audio system. Sound quality is better and more
enjoyable than with most base systems. The two main smartphone app integration systems out
right now, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, come standard on the Volt. Bluetooth pairing is
simple. Most of the latest driver safety aids, such as blind-spot monitoring, forward collision
warning and lane departure intervention, are available. An automated parking system is also
optional. In our testing, the voice recognition system works reasonably well and gives sufficient
prompts if you don't know which commands are available. Also, Siri and Google Voice on your
paired smartphone can be called up by pressing and holding the voice button longer.
Sponsored cars related to the Volt. Safety Our experts like the Volt models: Rear Cross-Traffic
Alert Provides audible and visual warnings of moving objects behind you as you're backing out
of a parking space. It's standard equipment. Forward Collision Alert Warns of an impending
collision with the vehicle ahead of you. Low-speed automatic braking is also included. Optional
on the Volt Premier. OnStar Includes various safety-related features, including emergency
assistance and remote door locking and unlocking. Side Impact Test Good. Chevrolet Volt vs.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds experts
tested the Volt both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about
Chevrolet Volt fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Volt gets an EPA-estimated 42
mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car,
keep in mind that the Volt has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine
whether the Chevrolet Volt is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come
from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Volt. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Volt's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet
Volt is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Volt and gave it a 8. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Volt is a good car for you. Other versions include: LT 4dr Hatchback 1.
If you're interested in the Chevrolet Volt, the next question is, which Volt model is right for you?
Volt variants include LT 4dr Hatchback 1. More about the Chevrolet Volt The Chevrolet Volt is
one of the better plug-in hybrids on the market right now. Sign Up. What is happening on these
vehicles is that the timing chains are stretching which leads to correlation errors with the cam
sensors and actuators. Usually we see this only on model year vehicles. After , General Motors
has seemed to correct the problem with updated chains and ECM calibrations. This was
supposed to get customers in sooner to change their oil, thus hopefully eliminating sludge
build up, heat, and excess wear and tear that leads to the chains actually stretching some. They
would still be coming in with the check engine light on and usually running rough. Something
like a p and a P would definitely mean the engine has stretched chains. Now, this is no small
job!! The entire engine and transmission has to come out on a lift table. This requires much
work, just even disconnecting all the wiring harnesses and sensors. The air conditioning
system has to be recovered and lines removed from the compressor. The trans cooler lines and
power steering cooler lines have to be disconnected. The shift linkage, complete engine
harness, upper and lower radiator hoses, and fuse box just all come out just to name a few.
Then, once the engine is out and accessible, the real work begins! After removal of the valve
covers, intake manifold, power steering pump, belt, tensioner, water pump pulley, alternator and
crank pulley, the aluminum front cover can come off. There are quite a few bolts that hold it on
and they all have a small rubber seal that goes on each bolt. Now, finally, you can access the
actual timing chains where the problem lies. Once you can get your hands on the chains, you
can easily feel the excessive play in the chain from being too far stretched out. This leads to the
timing being off, setting the check engine light on, and usually a rough idle. There are three
different chains that will require replacement with the updated parts. There is also some special
tools needed, such as camshaft holding tools, etc, that are needed to do this job. The chains,
guides, hydraulic tensioners can all be taken off and the chains removed. Now the engine can
be placed at top dead center and the holding fixtures installed on the cams once the timing
marks are lined up on the crank gear and oil pump cover. The left chain goes in first, following
the timing procedure, then the primary chain, then finally the right side cam chain. Once all the
chains have been installed, and their guides and tensioners, the process of putting it all back
together can begin. It will take even the most experienced technicians the better part of a whole
day to do this job, sometimes longer. Luckily for most customers, the powertrain warranty
covers this repair up to , miles. Otherwise it would be very expensive to repair. Below are two
pictures so you can see just how involved this job is. The second pic is a close up of the three

timing chains that will be replaced. You can see there are quite a few sprockets, and things to
go around! Hi I have had my traverse for three years. I am just finding out that it has a bad
problem with timing change. I replaced my timing chains with the full kit and 3 sprockets. I also
replaced the right VVT Intake sprocket that was bad. I got all the chains lined up and tight. To
test to make sure everything stayed in time I rotated the camshaft by hand clockwise. I did this
really slow and the chains stayed tight. By the time I got back to dead center all three chains
had jumped over teeth. Is that normal for a VVT engine to do if your rotating the camshaft by
hand? I had to take the chains off and start over. They are all perfectly set again and tight. Any
advice would be appreciated before I put this thing back together. They will not line up againâ€¦.
The timing chain causing catastrophic engine failure at 87, Miles is which made me purchase a
Toyota. I have had my Toyota for 15 months approaching , miles no issues! Never buy a GMC
again. Same damned thing exactly happened with this 09 Traverse. Same symptoms. Traction
control light came on and off. Worst built engine in decades. These GM so called engineers
need to be fired or hanged. Too many computer chips. Too much useless technology
incorporated into these new vehicles. People cannot even change a headlight bulb without
tearing something down. All this is to insure that the buyer has to take it back to the dealership
to fix and then pay them an arm and leg to fix their pathetic excuse for a vehicle. Engine is
totally shot. Advice, please? My GMC Acadia had to of the same codes. I took it in to have it
looked at and I had to replace all the actuators and timing chains. Now I have to take it back to
have the oil pump replaced tooâ€¦ Good luck. Problem was resolved after ? Are you kidding
me? Google it and read all the timing chain problems on the Chevy traverse. Guess I have to
junk my traverse which I have kept in perfect condition. And never buy a Chevy again! Wrote a
letter to GM and they have turned their back on me. GM extended the warranty on model years
to 10 years and , miles, they claim the issue was fixed with models which is bs as we all know.
You may want to file a complaint as well. I just had my Chevy Traverse, 75, miles, looked at and
it needs new timing chansâ€¦â€¦. Never missed a oil change. Front wheel bearings at 55,
milesâ€¦â€¦ Time to look at Ford or Chrysler. Better yet, buy something from the 60s and drive it
another 50 yearsâ€¦â€¦. Dealing with this problem now with our Acadia. Going back to Ford. Had
miles on last Toyota and no where near these problems. Never again!! I have a traverse ls I
already had the timing belt changed out twice and the light is back on with the p code. I own a
chevrolet traverse and I am also a victim of the timing chain problem. Chevy knew initially that it
was a problem with the engineering and tried to cover it up with ecm recalibrations. Agreed CA
Lawsuit may helpâ€¦my Acadia with 53, miles has the same problem!! At I have a Acadia with
the same junk engine. At , miles it died and was towed to the dealer where it sits. Right before
that it threw codes on the timing chain. Told it needs a new engine. From other comments,
replacing the engine with the same lemon engine will get me another k miles before it the timing
chain goes out again. No amount of paperwork seems to guarantee warranty replacement
either. So I am wondering if it is worth trying to put a different engine in or buying a different
used vehicle. Anyone know about different engine that would fit.? I had a Chevy Tahoe with k
miles on it before the Acadia that was 10 years older that I should have just kept. Make your
voice heard! Their phone number is 1 ! Also, call GM, at 1 ! Hopefully you have found your
answer by now. If not you need to seriously stay away from Americano cars if you can. Its just
not worth the poor fuel economy or expensive mechanical repair unless you have a steady
income and money saved up. The best thing to do is find a reliable honda or toyota and you will
be a happy camper for a long while. Good luck. I just replaced the timing chains, gears, cam
phazers, tensioners and guides on a Acadia 3. It took me 8 hours from start to finish. Hi Deano,
just wondering if there is any information on the way you did the timing chain replacement. I
have a GMC Acadia and potentially have to change my timing chain due to some codes that are
coming up, P and P Does anybody know how I could get GM to pay for the job, or at least part of
it?? Has anybody got some money out of GM for this problem?? Please email me. Thank you in
advance!! Impossible for them to help you because it will bankrupt them!! Best thing to do to
miniize your cost of repairing this problem is to go on ebay and buy a good quality timing chain
kit and then go to the dealer and buy the 4 cam phazers becuase you can get them on Ebay.
After that look for a mechanic that will not rip you off on doing the labor. There are videos on
youtube that show you step by step what needs to be done. David, I have a Outlook and thee is
a special coverage warranty on the timing chains. When we brought it in the dealer had no clue
about it. We called GM directly to get the info. Our Traverse quit working. All I have been seeing
is the Special Adjustments to prior model years. Why would they say no this doesnt happen to
Acadias? I see several aboveâ€¦ Who knows the secret words to say to GM to get them to at
least cover it partially? I have a traverse with same issue. I own a with a blown motor due to the
timing chain issue. Very interested in doing whatever I can to help start a class action lawsuit
also. Not happy!! I wish we had never bought this vehicle. I have a that this just happened

unsure what to do about this issue as I can not afford the repair at all right now and in need of a
vehicle. Is there anyone that had researched for gmc to cover it? My daughter has ! Timing
chain has been replaced 3 times and it just went again!!!!! Gmc paid for the first three. Im calling
Gmc headquarters tomorrow. What a lemon. I just did timing chains guides tentioners sprockets
on traverse on my house because when you first start on cold rattle for 2 o 3 seconds bought
everything from dealer finished and it does the same noise ,. Did you ever figure out what the
problem is? I also recently did my chains. Can be done in the car. Yep, same here. We have
owned a lot of cars over the years and this GMC Acadia has been the biggest lemon by far.
None of the problems we have had with any car has ever even came close to this car. The
leaking alone has damaged so much, plus the transmission, and now the timing chains. I have a
chevy traverse that just had the timing chain work done. My mechanic said the engine is no
good. I have a traverse I have had Wal-mart change my oil every since I had my car now my
codes are coming up p and p we need a lawyer to soon for a camshaft to go out only miles on
my car. So do we have a class action suit yet?? How many hard working millions are going to
continue to be flipping the bill before GM is held responsible? If not for being so upside down
going into a Ford or Foreign builder, Im stuck with this piece of shit over a known flaw? So
much for protecting the consumer from being raped. Are the timing chain part numbers from a
GM 3. Add me to the list. Waiting for an estimate now. My mechanic told me there is a good
likelihood the engine is damaged and best to be replaced. From the sounds of the cost to
replace the timing chain, replacing the engine is about the same cost. If the law suit that was
discussed materializes, someone please post the information. Skip to main content. Need to
show how to place timing chain in right place on chevrolet traverse. It ran wierd for a couple of
months, but I was told may have been caused by bad winter blend of gas. I used some fuel
cleaner and it appeared to run better for about a week. The engine light finally came on and was
off the next day. The next night, the engine light came back on driving home from work. The
code was P, a timing issue. So i parked it for about two weeks until I could take it to the dealer.
On the day of the appointment, I turned the key and the engine shook violent with a loud
clonking noise. That was followed by just a loud humming noise. I immediately knew the engine
blew. I changed my own oil regularly and I had just recently did using synthetic oil as always.
So it being caused by low oil is horse crap. It still runs like crap with low power and horrible gas
mileage. I Just took it back for them to check the calibration and adjust the loud clacking valves.
The manual says the timing chain should even be checked until , minutes. I was never told it
was imperative to maintain the full oil level until after the chain broke. I see a lot of you asking
about a class action lawsuit. Does anyone know if one was initiated. If so, I would like the
information to get on board. This is a serious design flaw GM failed to connect. Carolyn thomas.
I drove 7, miles and it started with same issues. Had it towed to another shop to verify first it
was timing. My warranty is for a year. Had it towed to dealership July 16th. First they found a
little sludge tried telling me I need a new engine. They blew my starter. My front brakes need
replaced more than my back and my headlight was also out as well as my engine sounding like
crap! I told them pull it back in and check timing. Got call they starter is smoking. I need to pay
for a new one. Then they said warranty only covers parts and no parts are broke. Assistant
manager agreed to pull engine, actually asked too 2 weeks ago. I went out there last Saturday ,
my truck has oil and grease all over my leather seats, I was never offered a rental, a piece of my
bumper is broke off and my hood was popped just not open. My battery is dead as well.
Manager denied that and said they were pulling it in Tuesday. Stephanie M. Ran fine until the
warranty was up and then lost power and check engine lights were going crazy and traction
control would come on and off. Losing power on the interstate with both my kids ages 9 and 4
at the time and I by myself was a scary thing. Anyways took the car in and an oil pressure test
was done and I was told I needed an new engine!! Ummm are you kidding me?? Took it to
certified GM dealership and same fricken answerâ€¦ need a new engine. Check engine light and
traction control went off, I did not lose power this time though. Randomly traction control would
turn on and offâ€¦ anyways, just dropped it off at GMC and found out today that itâ€¦. Fords got
motor problems. Manuel D. Walid Sarwar. Eric M. Class action as I am not alone. I called GM and
wasnt given amy help. Alfonso landeros. Alson Zimmerman. I am also a victim of the dreaded
timing chain problem on my Traverse with around , miles on it. It all started with the CEL check
engine light coming on and the vehicle running rough. At first the codes were P multiple
misfires, P misfire on cylinder 1, and P misfire on cylinder 6. The Traverse ran good for a few
days and then the check engine light came back on. I was really sick but I had no idea what was
in store for me next. I talked to several people and researched the internet for those error codes
P, P and checked all that I could. I went around and around trying to inspect what I could. I
checked the heater resistance of the oxygen sensors using a multimeter, cleaned the air
intakes, inspected the mass air flow sensor, replaced a broken purge valve that I discovered on

the air intake plenum, anything I could do myself. Nothing helped. Good info was provided. Like
that grandfather, I continue to gather info â€¦.. Think in terms of a heart attack. The heart fails,
but the actual failure is caused by the restriction, within an artery. That oil feed passage has the
responsibility of lubricating the timing chains. Extended oil change intervals can lead to sludge
build up. Overall lack of maintenance can ALSO lead to a sludge filled engine. I have had this
issue with a timing chain on my Enclave and have found a fix that may be of interest and
absolutely a check do this repair before pulling your motor. I little history here before I give the
fix. I bought this enclave with well over K miles on it and it did not run at purchase time. I towed
it home and began to look into the problems. There was writing from a dealer that diagnosed the
vehicle as having no compress
yamaha g16 golf cart governor adjustment
2005 hyundai sonata battery
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ion written on the windows and do not try to start etc. I assume that was because someone
kept trying to start the vehicle and just burnt out the starter. So I looked it over got onto forums
like this one and did some homework investigating. A compression check showed it to have no
compression so after reading all the timing chain stretching and chain jumping a tooth or two I
thought I had better pull the motor. So that was done. Once out of the vehicle I pulled the timing
chain cover off and found nothing that was obvious on the chains. Since there was no
compression I figured I would also pull the heads and see if the valves had been bent from a
misaligned cam to crank if the timing chains had indeed jumped a tooth or two of even more.
That would have definitely wiped out every valve in the motor and maybe even damaged a
piston top or worse if the chains had jumped while the motor was running. I was surprised to
find that was not the case everything looked to be correct and in place.

